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One of the main issues of nonlinear dynamical systems is that the existence of overlooked dynamical
behaviors can rarely be excluded. This implies that properties such as the stability of a steady-state
solution are only local. From an engineering perspective, this phenomenon poses a significant challenge.
In fact, a stability analysis is insufficient to assess a system's robustness against external perturbation, a
property named dynamical integrity, which is a requirement for operation safety. Methods to investigate
the dynamical integrity of a steady-state solution exist; however, they are either computationally very
expensive, have memory issues, or are overcomplicated.
During this seminar, first, examples of dynamical states, which are only locally stable, are provided. Then,
an overlook of existing methods for dynamical integrity analysis is presented. Finally, a new numerical
methodology for dynamical integrity assessment is discussed, and its effectiveness is evaluated through
several examples.
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